
Give unborn a voice when you next vote 

What kind of intelligent beings celebrate the wholesale termination of their children? How can 

aborting one human being’s life to facilitate the comfort of another be promoted as health care? Yet 

here we are – abortion is fanatically promoted as a boon to humanity. A moral contortion that twists 

innocent deaths into a ‘right’ and makes a mockery of the most fundamental of all rights – the right 

to life. 

Abortion acolytes don’t stop there, they give tacit permission for racism, sexism and now in 

Stormont, discrimination because of disability. Black lives matter unless you are yet to be born, 

women are equal until they are not wanted and the disabled are equal except they can be terminated 

up to birth – unlike other humans who have an arbitrary time limit applied. 

The pan-abortion front in the form of Alliance, SDLP and Sinn Féin lobbied Westminster for 

abortion and then voted down legislation that sought to end the added discrimination against 

disabled children. These so-called champions of rights speak fluent double standards as they glorify

bias against people with impairments in one hand and on the other they will seek votes from them 

in the next election. 

These parties will also have relied on ballots from pro-life people in the past. Voters who were 

willing to suppress their distaste because of other issues they considered more important. Others 

were swayed by the way that debates were kept in the area of the harder reasons for abortions by a 

partial media and an aggressive pro-abort cohort. 

This has, as expected, been proven to be propaganda. Abortion for any reason was introduced over 

our heads by Westminster with the vocal blessing of the SDLP/SF anti liberal union. I ask that pro-

life people examine their consciences and vote for those who seek to redress this. 

These horrendous laws can be reversed if like-minded people stick together and work toward this 

end. The pro-abortion lobby want us to believe it is hopeless and the best way to counter this is to 

elect pro-life candidates or spoil the chances of the pro abortion parties. These innocent are unable 

to speak for themselves so please give them a voice when you next vote. 
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